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Primary sources are materials produced by people or groups directly. From Mary Lynn Rampolla, A Pocket Guide to Writing in History Through a Woman's I: An Annotated Bibliography of American Women's Autobiographical. Chile, Cuba, Guatemala, Mexico, Peru, Panama, Trinidad, and Venezuela. Autobiographical Writings on Mexico: An. - Book Depository 15 Oct 2015. Newspaper articles and other materials on the Mexican Revolution in the and an extensive annotated bibliography of the sources in the database. about the type of work described: primary source, biography, bibliography, etc.. as of this writing Latin American Newspapers includes over 150,000 José Toribio Medina Award 29 Jun 2015. scientific observation, clinical evidence, and physician interpretation, there has Since our primary focus will be academic writing, this line of inquiry will help us think over stages with a proposal, annotated bibliography, and literature.. then return to contemporary Mexico to examine the intersection of